JAIR STUDENTS’ JOURNAL
The Jadavpur Association of International Relations has decided to publish a student
magazine exclusively prepared by and for students.
The year 2014 marks the 20th anniversary of the Rwanda genocide. About one million
Rwandans were killed in 100 days from April to July 1994 as the international political
leaders remained a silent spectator. Even after twenty years of Rwandan genocide that sent
a shock through our spines, the brutalities have not ceased as we confront again a similar
situation that has left the so well articulated and oft quoted humanitarian values in doubt.
Yes! We are talking of Gaza, the present cynosure of the international community.
Centuries of conflict between the Arabs and Jews have unfolded into complex situation
which is now beyond assertion over a piece of land or religious animosity, we would like to
invite articles exploring, the different dimensions of the continuing crisis. The sub-themes
to which you can relate your article are:








Plight of women and children
Refugee problem
Strategic politics
Child army
Economic suffering and damage; also its impact on world economy
International pressure
Political interest

Others topics on which you may send articles:









Rise of Renminbi.
UN Development Goals.
Boko Haram and its struggle to establish the Islamic State of Nigeria.
ISIS and Iraq/ US involvement on Iraq.
On Environment (left to the discretion of the individual).
European Crisis and EU or the Crisis of the Welfare state.
Russian strategies in Ukraine and how Putin’s Russia will face the new economic
sanctions from West.
Quest for independence Scotland.

Rules and procedures for application.
Students from any discipline both from undergraduate and post graduate level can send
their articles.
Word limit: 1000-1200 words for every article.
No hand written script will be accepted.

The script must be written using Microsoft word and will be accepted only in docx format.
References must be given following the Oxford style.
We expect you to express your personal analysis of the situation and opinion in the article.
Last date for abstract submission (Within 300 words): 2nd January, 2015
Last date for article submission: 20th January , 2015
Send your articles at or for any enquiries: mayuribanerjee@jair.net.in

